
RRIPO ROLE MODEL AWARDS 
Presented at Assembly: 18 February 2022 

Gr First +S Value Reason for Award 

PB Noah C Responsibility For always working hard, trying every task with enthusiasm and completing them to your very best. Well done Noah! 

PB Nay Nay W Optimism For approaching every day with enthusiasm and a smile, and bouncing back quickly when things go wrong! You are amazing Nay Nay! 

PM Chloe L Respect For doing a great job of including everyone when she’s playing and making new friends. Great start to school, Chloe! 

PM Axel H Optimism For being a great friend in the classroom and always looking out for his peers to make sure they are happy and have a friend to play with! 

PS Anastasija R Respect For being inclusive and saying YES to any Prep who asks to play with her. Well done Anastasija! 

PS Andy P Optimism For having a go at all his learning activities. Well done Andy on a great start to school! 

PU Aiden E Optimism For being brave at school and participating in all learning activities, even when you are feeling sad. Well done Aiden! 

PU Kiaan M Respect For always showing outstanding manners to his teacher and classmates. Keep up the great work Kiaan! 

1E James W Pride For such a fantastic attitude and positivity toward learning. Keep up the great work this term! 

1E Clara B Respect For always listening to others when they are sharing and being ready to learn. Well done Clara! 

1M Cooper B Responsibility For working extremely hard on all of his learning tasks.  Well done Cooper on a fabulous start to the year! 

1M Mia B Pride For always completing beautifully presented work. Keep up the wonderful work, Mia! 

1P Oliver K Respect For always listening to others when they are speaking and working hard when completing activities. Well done Oliver! 

1P Charlotte H Pride For always taking the time to complete and present work beautifully. Keep up the incredible work Charlotte! 

1Y Eason D Optimism For settling into TPPS with ease with a positive attitude and making new friends. Keep up the fantastic attitude Eason! 

1Y Audrey H Responsibility For working hard in class, giving everything a go and completing her activities with care. Keep up the wonderful effort Audrey! 

2B Alexander K Optimism For always approaching his learning with a positive attitude. Keep up the great effort, Alexander! 

2B Abbie S Pride For focusing on learning, challenging herself and helping others in class. Well done, Abbie! 

2C Christopher P Responsibility For showing a very responsible attitude towards his learning in class. Great work Christopher! 

2C Lekshanya M Respect For being thoughtful towards others and being a great listener. Fantastic Lekshanya! 

2D Evie H Optimism For always coming into the classroom with a positive attitude and willingness to learn new things. Excellent work, Evie! 

2D Teya A Optimism For being a great friend and classmate by helping everyone feel welcome and included in 2D. Well done, Teya! 

2I Dion B Optimism For coming into the classroom with a big smile and great attitude each morning. Keep it up, Dion! 

2I Willow C Respect For always listening to her teachers and peers very carefully. Great work, Willow! 

3A Rayan E Responsibility For taking ownership of his learning by asking lots of questions, and completing all of his set tasks. Well done Rayan. 

3A Hamish O Respect For always using his manners and treating others with courtesy. Well done Hamish! 

3B Nikolina R Respect For always completing her work to the best of her ability and actively participating in our class discussion.  

3B Hunter B Respect For always having lovely manners when talking to teachers or friends. Well done Hunter! 
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3FC Miranda W Responsibility For caring for her new classroom, responsibly keeping it neat and tidy, as well as completing all her work. 

3FC Brax B Pride For taking care with his bookwork, presenting it neatly and carefully. 

3P Kaoni C Responsibility For working diligently in each and every session, you’re amazing Kaoni!  

3P Isaac B Pride For using his initiative to go above and beyond in helping pack up the class and make it look beautiful, thanks Isaac!  

4E Simon T Optimism  For looking on the bright side by showing positivity when he broke his toe. 

4E Tran N Pride For completing each set task to the best of her ability, especially during Writing sessions, so proud of you Tran! 

4G Charlotte M Respect For Always speaking and interacting with her teachers and peers so kindly. 

4G Lowgethan K Pride For always taking great care in his work. 

4K Austin D Optimism Settling into his new school and class admirably. 

4K Sienna P Respect Settling into her new school and class with enthusiasm and respect.  

4TF Daniel K Responsibility For a great start to Grade 4 and his learning.  

4TF Olivia M Optimism For a fantastic attitude towards her new class and her learning in Grade 4!  

5D Macey H Responsibility For consistently showing initiative and being a fantastic helper to her peers and teachers. Keep it up Macey! 

5D Arden L Respect For treating everyone in 5D with respect and kindness. Well done Arden! 

5M Edward S Responsibility For trying his best to show respect to all members of the school community. 

5M Melissa H Optimism For starting the year with a positive attitude and starting every day with a smile. 

5P Dylan L Responsibility For a terrific start to the school year and having a positive approach in the classroom.  

5P Sienna W Responsibility  For being a responsible, organised student and always happy to help others.  

6F Minky B Respect  For always being respectful to her teacher and classmates and the community. Great work Minky  

6F Kyla D Responsibility  For always being responsible in the classroom and always helping out when asked. Great start to Grade 6!  

6K Shiloh C Responsibility For always making responsible choices within the classroom and always helping out when required. Great work Shiloh! 

6K Eva P Optimism For always turning up to school with a positive attitude and tackling each day with enthusiasm.  Keep on smiling Eva! 

Mandarin Andreas I - 3P Respect For being a fantastic helper to the teacher. 

Perform.Art Deanna P - PS Optimism For coming to Performing Arts with a beaming smile ready to learn new things.  

PE Macey H - 5D Responsibility For helping other students improve their shooting technique when playing a basketball team game. Great work Macey! 

STEM Ellie W - 3A Optimism For a great start to STEM at TPPS and for thinking very critically when presented with information. 

Visual Arts James K - 3A All Values James exhibited all school values when he praised and encouraged another student on their awesome Art. Very well done James! 

 


